Oracle Retail Warehouse Management

Oracle Retail Warehouse Management manages and optimizes essential supply chain processes for any commerce anywhere retailer. You will gain complete visibility and control of orders and inventory while it is inbound, in your facility or on its way to the next destination. Oracle supports both store and consumer-direct fulfillment capabilities, moving merchandise from vendors to the point of customer possession faster and at a lower cost. Using sophisticated, yet flexible configurations and built-in best practices, it ensures the efficient utilization of resources—people, equipment, and space—to run your distribution operations.

The Oracle Retail Warehouse Management System

The distribution management functionality covers all the processes involved in physically distributing and handling goods. From yard control, through the unloading, receiving, and put-away processes, you can bring inventory into the facility efficiently and effectively. The functions managed within the distribution center are associated with picking, location replenishment, loading and shipping. The solution directs staff working in the facility regarding any and all product moves to support the operation’s tactical plans. All processes execute on line using and updating data in real-time.

Decision support capabilities make valuable use of real time data, enabling managers to set up “what if” scenarios for evaluation of inventory control alternatives, drill down into supporting data to determine causes and corrections to problems and provide visibility if space or labor availability is constrained. Underlying processes utilize dynamic algorithms to optimize task assignments and labor requirements.

Retailers can manage merchandise in the distribution center via radio-frequency systems for general inventory functions, directed put-away, and movement of inventory, inventory adjustments, returns processing, and cycle counting.

Oracle Retail Warehouse Management Capabilities

- User friendly process driven workflows supported by enhanced screen navigation for setup and transaction processing.
- Appointment scheduling capability for known purchase order quantities, advance shipping notices (ASN’s), flexible receiving for pallet-level deliveries, receiving when case pack sizes vary and/or are unknown, and blind receipts. An appointment calendar view of expected deliveries provides efficient scheduling and ensures that inbound activity is properly spread among the facility’s dock door capacity.
- Support for catch-weight and best-before-date receiving and processing.
- Ability to receive with either system generated or generic container labels.

Key Features

- Multiple receiving workflows to accommodate a variety of business requirements
- Cross-dock and flow-through processing with full support for a variety of ASNs
- Highly flexible put-away planning at the item level to direct merchandise to the most effective storage locations, including concentric put-away for proximity to forward picking locations
- Comprehensive inventory control and accuracy to monitor merchandise, including quality audit and cycle count capabilities
- Powerful rule based distribution engine optimizes picking efficiency and space utilization while enabling wave processes to match proper merchandise to meet order demands
**KEY BENEFITS**

- Built-in Task Management module with over 100 rules to optimize labor based on user and equipment permissions, including task priority and user proximity
- Built-in labor management tracks worker performance against expected labor standards. Configurable dashboards quickly highlight both key performers and areas requiring improvements
- Activity monitoring dashboards with 34 views of work progress and historical performance of warehouse activity
- Channel agnostic, supports the ability to fulfil customer orders in-store or direct ship to customer from facility inventory
- Support for numerous radio frequency mobile devices that direct workers in all phases of warehouse operations
- Shipping functionality to ensure accurate loading via user RF device processing or automated conveyor messaging
- Interfaces to external sortation, material handling, and manifesting systems
- Completely integrated with Oracle Retail Suite to unleash enterprise capabilities

- Vendor non-conformance tracking.
- Utilization of RF devices (Handheld, Truck-mount, and Wrist-mount) for all operations.
- Transport received pallets seamlessly to shipping (cross-dock), internal processing areas (flow-through), or storage.
- Ability to define put-away plans by preferred zones, location types, and put-away method. Concentric put-away directs merchandise close to forward picking locations.
- Supports hot replenishment from receiving directly to forward case or unit picking locations.
- Ability to link replenishment and picking methods to a specific set of items, locations, and attributes.
- Distribution engine creates picks to satisfy store and customer orders based on fully configurable parameters to optimize zone, location, and item picking method priorities.
- Supports a variety of picking and replenishment methods at the bulk, case, and unit level. Built-in customer order unit picking includes pick-to-cart and put-to-order processing. Store sortation options include put-to-store processing.
- Maximize accuracy and productivity with radio-frequency-directed activities in a real-time environment.
- Powerful Task Management system to assign work based on a variety of criteria, including equipment types, user and equipment capabilities, task priority, warehouse zones, location XYZ coordinates, and user locations. Rules engine re-prioritizes pending tasks based on events occurring in the warehouse, such as merchandise shortages and task aging. Activity grouping promotes task interleaving and activity consolidation based on equipment and warehouse work zones.
- Highly flexible labor management functionality tracks worker performance and compares it to configured labor standards. A labor dashboard allows managers to easily monitor warehouse productivity and identify performance deviations. Reports are also included to show productivity, plus every worker system interaction step of each workflow is captured in great detail to provide data for site-specific reports. Workers can optionally be shown the expected time to perform a task at the time it is assigned. Standards can be established based on equipment speeds, both horizontal and vertical travel, factors and conditions, area of the warehouse, worker experience level, type of item being handled, and other variables. Labor elements can be defined at any level of granularity desired by each site. System elements are already pre-linked to labor-managed activity workflows.
- Activity monitoring dashboards to view work progress and performance of all put-away, cycle counting, replenishment, picking, and outbound shipping transactions.
- Commerce anywhere support with ability to fulfill both retail store orders and/or e-commerce orders from the same inventory, and deliver direct to customers or to retail stores for customer pickup or home delivery. Also includes quality control and packing station workflows, container consolidation, item combinability control and returns processing.
- Inventory inquiry capabilities on both PC and RF device screens.
- Mobile tablet device support for dashboards and the appointment calendar.
- Comprehensive cycle count planning at item or location level, with the ability to set audit count tolerances. All cycle count activity is logged.
RELATED PRODUCTS

Oracle’s integrated supply chain suite helps retailers manage the investments in inventory, labor, buildings and equipment needed to power their supply chain operations.

- Oracle Retail Merchandise Financial Planning
- Oracle Retail Item Planning
- Oracle Retail Assortment Planning
- Oracle Retail Category Management & Planning Optimization
- Oracle Retail Regular Price Optimization
- Oracle Retail Demand Forecasting
- Oracle Retail Advanced Inventory Planning
- Oracle Retail Merchandising System
- Oracle Retail Store Inventory Management
- Oracle Transportation Management

- Loading of outbound trailers by carrier/service/route or by specific destination.
- Interface to manifesting system for consumer direct shipments.
- Generation of outbound ASN data for uploading to host, store, and order management systems.
- Integration to high-speed material handling systems such as tilt-tray, bombay, garment, and conveyor sorters.
- Complete tracking/logging of all user activities, including defined indirect activities.

CONTACT US

For more information about Oracle Retail Warehouse Management, visit oracle.com/retail or email oneretailvoice_ww@oracle.com to speak with an Oracle representative.
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